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hearing_ aid shall be sold to an.Y__Eerson unless both the
the hearinq aid and the itemized receipt
tairi1n
ant to subsection (1) carry the following d1scla1mer in
lar er: "This hearinq aid will not restore normal
lt prevent further FiearTng loss.
12.

Section

468.1375,

Florida Statutes, is created to

468.1375
Injunction.--The fitting or selling of hearing aids in
violation of this part or the performance of any act prohibited in
this part is declared a nuisance inimical to the public health,
The department or any State
safety, and welfare of this state.
Attorney in the name of the people of this state may, in addition to
other remedies provided in this part, bring an action for an
injunction to restrain such violation of this part until compliance
with the provisions of this part, including rules adopted pursuant to
part, has been demonstrated to the satisfaction of the
this
department.
Section 468.128, Florida Statutes, and sections
Section 13.
468.131, 468.132, and 468.133, Florida Statutes, as amended by
chapter 77-147, Laws of Florida, are hereby repealed.
If any provision of this act or the application
Section 14.
thereof to any person or circumstance is held invalid, the invalidity
shall not affect other provisions or applications of the act which
can be given effect without the invalid provision or application, and
to this end the provisions of this act are declared severable.
Section 15. This act shall take effect July 1, 1978, except that
the amendment to s. 468.134(4), Florida Statutes, made by section 9
of this act shall take effect January 1, 1979.
Approved by the Governor June 19, 1978.
Filed in Office Secretary of State June 20, 1978.
CHAPTER 78-326
Senate Bill No. 250
AN

ACT relating to minors; amending s. 847.014(2), Florida
Statutes; prohibiting any person from bringing or
causing to be brought into this state or sending or
causing to be sent from this state for sale or
distribution certain material or presentations which
or
excitement,
sexual
conduct,
sexual
depict
sadomasochistic abuse involving a minor; providing a
penalty; increasing penalties for knowingly exhibiting,
away,
giving
lending,
selling,
knowingly
for
for
transmuting,
or
transmitting,
distributing,
914
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lend, give away, distribute,
sell,
to
offering
transmit, or transmute, for having in 0ne's possession,
custody, or control with intent to sell, lend, give
or transmute, and for
away, distribute, transmit,
material or presentation;
such
any
advertising,
providing that the possession of three or more copie�
of any such material or presentation is prima facie
away,
give
lend,
sell,
evidence of intent to
distribute, transmit, or transmute such material or
presentation; amending s. 450.151, Florida Statutes;
prohibiting the taking, receiving, hiring, employing,
use, exhibiting, or the selling, apprenticing, giving
or disposing of a minor for the
away, letting out,
production of any such material or presentation or for
any obscene, indecent, or immoral purpose; providing
penalties; amending s. 827.07(1)(b), Florida Statutes,
to said
(1)
and
(k),
and adding paragraphs (j),
subsection; redefining "abuse" or "malpractice" for
purpose of child abuse provisions to include the
aiding, abetting, counseling, hiring, or procuring of a
child to perform or participate in the production of
an
providing
any such material or presentation;
effective date.

Said receipt shall also state that any complaint
guaranteed.
concerning the hearing aid and guarantee therefor, if not reconciled
with the registrant from whom the aid was purchased, should be
directed by the purchaser to the Hearing Aid Licensure Office,
De artment of Health and Rehabilitative Services. The address and
be stated on t e receipt.
te ep one num er o sue o

Section
read:

LAWS OF FLORIDA

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Subsection (2) of section 847.014, Florida Statutes,
Section l.
is amended to read:
in harmful motion
participating
Minors
847.014
exhibitions, shows, presentations, or representations.-(2)

pictures,

OFFENSES AND PENALTIES.--

It is unlawful for any person knowingly to produce,
(a)l.
conduct, direct, perform, or participate in any photograph, motion
picture, exhibition, show, representation, or other presentation
sexual
conduct,
which, in whole or in part, depicts sexual
excitement, or sadomasochistic abuse involving a minor.
2. It is unlawful for any person knowingly to aid, abet, counsel,
hire, or otherwise procure a minor to perform or participate in any
photograph, motion picture, exhibition, show, representation, or
other presentation which, in whole or in part, depicts sexual
conduct, sexual excitement, or sadomasochistic abuse involving a
minor.
3.
It ls unlawful for any person knowingly to bring or cause to
be brought into this state or to send or cause to be sent from this
state for sale or distribution any photograph, motion picture,
exhibition, show, representation or other presentation which, in
whole or in part, depicts sexual conduct, sexual excitement, or
sadomasochistic abuse involving_ a minor.
A violation of any provision of this paragraph shall
4.�T
constitute a felony of the second degree, punishable as provided in
s. 775.082, s. 775.083, or s. 775.084.
It is unlawful for any person knowingly to exhibit any
(b)l.
photograph, motion picture, exhibition, show, representation, or
other presentation which, in whole or in part, depicts nudity, sexual
915
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CHAPTER 78-326

a

or the condition of being fettered, bound, or otherwise physically
restrained on the �t of one so clothed.

It is unlawful for any person knowingly to sell; lend; give
2.
away; distribute; transmit; transmute; offer to sell, lend, give
away, distribute, transmit, or transmute; have in his possession,
custody, or control with intent to sell, lend, give away, distribute,
transmit, or transmute; or advertise in any manner any photograph,
other
or
representation,
show,
exhibition,
motion picture,
presentation which, in whole or part, depicts nudity, sexual conduct,
sexual excitement, or sadomasochistic abuse involving a minor and
which is harmful to minors. The possession of three or more copies
or
representation,
picture,
motion
of any such photograph,
presentation is prima facie evidence of intent to sell, lend, give
away, distribute, transmit, or transmute.

Paragraph (b) of subsection (1) of section 827.07,
Section 3.
(k), and (1) are
Florida Statutes, is amended and paragraphs (j),
added to said subsection to read:

conduct, sexual excitement, or sadomasochistic
minor and which is harmful to minors.

abuse

involving

A violation of any provision of this paragraph shall
3.
constitute a felony of the second �h+�d degree, punishable as
provided in s. 775.082, s. 775.�r s. 775.084.
Section 2.
4 50.151

Section 450.151, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:

Hiring and employing; penalty.--

Whoever takes, receives, hires, employs, uses, exhibits, or
(1)
in any manner or under any pretense sells, apprentices, gives away,
lets out, or otherwise disposes of to any person any child 17 years
of age or younger for any obscene, indecent, or immoral purpose, or
for the production of any photograph, motion picture, exhibition,""
show, representation, or other presentation which, in whole or in
part, depicts sexual conduct, sexual excitement, or sadomasochistic
abuse involving a minor o�--��oe�+ee, or causes, procures, or
encourages any child to engage therein, or has in custody any such
child for any of these purposes, or for or in any business,
exhibition, or vocation injurious to the health or dangerous to the
life or limbs of such child, or causes or procures or encourages any
such child to engage therein, or causes or permits any such child to
suffer, or inflicts upon it unjustifiable physical pain or mental
suffering, or willfully causes or permits the life of any such child
to be endangered or its health to be injured, or such child to be
placed in such situation that its life may be endangered or its
health injured, or has in custody any such child for any of the
purposes aforesaid, shall be guilty of a felony m+�demeo�o� of the
second degree, punishable as provided in s. 775.082, s. 775.083, or
s. 775.084.
(2)

827.07
(!)

Abuse of children.--

DEFINITIONS.--As used in this section:

(b)
"Abuse" or "maltreatment" includes any willful or negligent
acts which result in neglect, malnutrition, sexual abuse, physical
injury, mental injury, or failure to provide sustenance, clothing,
"Abuse" or "maltreatment" also
shelter, or medical attention.
includes the aiding, abetting, counseling, hiring, or procuring of a
icture
hoto ra h, motion
child to erform or artici ate in an
ex i ition, s ow, representation, or ot er presentation wh1c , 1n
whole or in part, depicts sexual conduct, sexual excitement, or
sadomasochis�ic abuse involving a child.
"Sadomasochistic abuse" means the flagellation or torture by
(j)
or u on a erson clad in under arments, a mask, or a bizarre costume
e1ng ettere , ound, or ot erwise p ysica y
or t e con 1t1on o
r:_e_strained on the �t of one so clothed.
means acts of masturbation; sexual
conduct"
"Sexual
(k)
intercourse; or physical contact with a person's clothed or unclothed
genitals, pubic area, buttocks, or, if such person be a female,
breast or any act or conduct which constitutes the commission of
sexual battery or suggests that such crime is being or will be
committed.
"Sexual excitement" means the condition of human male or
(1)
female genitals when in a state of sexual stimulation or arousal.
Section 4.

This act shall take effect October l, 1978.

Approved by the Governor June 19, 1978.
Filed in Office Secretary of State June 20, 1978.
CHAPTER 78-327

As used in this section:

Senate Bill No. 284

means acts of masturbation; sexual
conduct•
"Sexual
(a)
intercourse; or physical contact with a person's clothed or unclothed
genitals, pubic area, buttocks, or, if such person be a female,
breast or any act or conduct which constitutes the commission of
is being or will be
sexual battery or suggests_ tha_t_ such_ crjrn_e __
committed
"Sexual excitement" means the condition of human male or
(b)
female genitals when in a state of sexual stimulation or arousal.
(c)
"Sadomasochistic abuse" means the flagellation or torture by
or upon a person clad in undergarments, a mask or a bizarre costume
916

AN

ACT relating to civil actions for unp�id wages; creating
s. 448.08, Florida Statutes; authorizing the award of
costs and a reasonable attorney's fee to a successful
litigant in an action for unpaid wages; providing an
effective date.

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section

1.

Section 448.08, Florida StAtutes, is created to read:

Attorney's fees for successful litigants in actions for
448.08
unpaid wages.--The court may award to the prevailing party in an
917
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75

SERVICES; NOW IN APPR6PRIATIONS -SJ 00077
EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTEO COMMITTEE APPROrRIATIONS
COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE, PLACED ON CALENDAR BY
APPROPRIATIONS -SJ 00345
PASSED; Y EAS 34 NAYS
O -SJ 00531
RECEIVED, PLACED ON CALENDAR -HJ 00831
READ SECOND TIME; READ THIRD TIME; PASSED; YEAS 106
NAYS
O -HJ 01091
SIGNED BY OFFICERS ANO PRESENTED TO GOVERNOR
APPROVED BY GOVERNOR CHAPTER NO. 78-362

S 0249 GENEPAL BILL BY MYERS (COMPARE ENG/H 02611
MOPEDS & MOTORCYCLES: RECLASSIFIES MOPEDS AS MOTOR VEHICLES &
MOTOR-DRIVEN CY CLES AS MOTORCYCLES; REPEALS CERTAIN NIGHTTIME DRIVING
LIMITATIONS; PROHIBITS OPERATION OF MOPEDS BY PERSONS UNDER 15;
P RESCRIBES STANDARDS FOR CERTAIN EQUIPMENT & OPERATION GF MOPEDS &
'-'CTOPCYCLfS, ETC. AMEN DS F.S. EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/78.
12/22/77 SENATE PREFILEO
01/09/78 SENATE REFERRED TO TRANSPORTATION, COMMERCE, APPROPRIATIONS
02/15/78 SENATE COMM. REPOPT: FAVORABLE WITH AMEND. BY TRANSPORTATION;
NOW IN COMMERCE
04/04/78 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO TRANSPORTATION, COMMERCE,
APPROPRIATIONS -SJ 00032; COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE WITH
AMEND. BY TRANSPOR TATION: NOW IN COMMERCE -SJ 00069
04/18/78 SENATE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE WITH AMEND. BY COMMERCE
-SJ 00161
04/19/78 SENATE NOW IN APPROPRIATIONS -SJ 00161
05/01178 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE APPROPRIATIONS
05/09/78 SENATE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE, PLACED ON CALENDAR BY
APPROPRIATIONS -SJ 00345
05/29/78 SENATE PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR; IOEN./SIM. HOUSE BILL
SUBSTITUTED -SJ 00577
06/01/78 SENATE LAID ON TABLE UNDER PULE, IOEN./SIM./COMPARE BILL
PASSED, REFER TO HB 261 (CH. 78-353) -SJ 00716
S 0250 GENERAL BILL BY MACKAY AND OTHERS (SIMILAR H 07971
�INORS; PROHIBITS ANY PERSON FROM BRINGING OR CAUSING TO BE BROUGHT INTO
OP SENT FROM THIS STATE FOR SALE OR DISTRIBUTION CERTAIN OBSCENE
MhTEPIALS OR PRESENTATIONS INVOLVING A MINOR; PROVIDES PENALTIES;
PROHIBITS EMPLOYING OR USING A MINOR FOR PRODUCT ION OF ANY SUCH
Mt>TEPIAL, ETC. AMENDS F.S. EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/78.
12/22/77 SENATE PREFILED
01/09/78 SENATE REFERRED TO JUDICIARY-CIVIL
02/15/78 SENATE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE WITH AMEND., PLACED ON CALENDAR
BY JUDICIARY-CIVIL
04/04/78 SE NA TE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO JUDICIARY-CIVIL -SJ 00032;
COMM. REPORT: FAVOPABLE WITH AMEND., PLACED ON CALENC'AP
BY JUDICIARY-CIVIL -SJ 00070
04/06/78 SENATE PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR; AMENDMENTS ADOPTED;
AMENDMENTS R ECONSIDERED, WITHDRAWN - SJ 00087; PASSED AS
AMENDED; YEAS 36 NAYS
O -SJ 00088
04/11/78 HOUSE RECEIVED, REFERRED TO CRIMINAL JUSTICE, APPROPRIATIONS
-HJ 00160
05/10/78 HOUSE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE BY CRIMINAL JUSTICE -HJ 00473;
NOW IN APPPOPPIATIONS
05/16/78 HOUSE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE, PLACED ON CALENDAR BY
APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00585
05/25/78 HOUSE PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDtR
06/01178 HOUSE READ SECOND TIME; READ THIRD TIME; PASSED; YEAS 114
NAYS
O -HJ 00962
06/05/78 SENATE SIGNFD BY OFFICERS ANO PRESENTED TO GOVERNOR
APPROVED BY GOVERNOR CHAPTER NO. 78-326
06/19/78
S 0251 MEMORIAL BY GLISSON (IDENTICAL H 0240)
VETERANS REGIONAL OFFICE; REQUESTS CONGRESS TO DIRECT THE U. S. VETERANS
ADMINISTRATION TO ESTABLISH AN ADDITIONAL VETERANS ADMINISTRATION
RFGIONAL OFFlCE ON THE EAST COAST OF FLORIDA,
12/27/77 SENATE PREFILED
01/09/78 SENATE REFERRED TO RULES ANO CALENDAR
04/04/78 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO RULES ANO CALENDAR -SJ 00033
04/17/78 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE RULFS ANO CALENDAR
CCNTINUED ON NEXT PAGE

07/l 9/7fl
04/04/78
06/02/78

HOUSE BILL ACTIONS REPORT
HOUSE

PAGE 168

SECONDARY SCHOOLS
DIED IN CUMMITTEE ON FrUCAT!ON

H 0796 GFNERAL Bill BY KIRKWOOD
RFSPIRATOPY CARE LICENSURE ACT; ESTABLISHES STATE 80. roR RESrIRATCRY
CARE IN PROFESSIONAL & OCC. REG. QEPT.; PROVIDES CRITFRIA FOP LICFNSUPE,
FCR EXAMIN/lTIONS & FFES & TEMPORbRY PElsM[lS; GPANDFATHEPS IN CERTAIN
�MENDS
APPLICANTS FOR LICENSURE; PROVIDES FOR RENEWAL OF L ICFMSE, E'TC,
F.S. EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/78.
03/08/78 HOUSE PREFILED, REFERRED TO PEGULATED INOIJSTRIES & LICEN'.-ING,
APPROPPJATIONS
0 1tl0 1./78 HOUSE INTRODUCED, RF.FERRE □ Tf1 REGULATED JIH)llqP[F., f,
LICENSING, ArPR□rRIATTONS -HJ 00078
06/02/78 HOUSE DIFD IN COMMJTTEF f1N REGULATED INDUSTRIES t lllFNSJN�
H 0797 GENEPAL [llll BY HOLLINGSWDPTH ANO (lTIIFPS (SIMILAR n1r;1s 025()1
MINOPS; PROHIBITS ANY PFRSON FROM BRINGING OR CAUSING TO BE [)Rr>tJ<:Hr PH''
OP SENT FROM THIS STATE FOR SALE OR DISTRIBUTION CERTAIN CBSCENE MATEFIALS OR PRESENTATIONS INVnLVJNG A fl!NOR; PRO VIDES PENALTIES;
PPOHIBITS EMPLOYING OR USING A MIN OR FOR PRODUCTION OF ANY SUCH
MATERIAL, ETC. AMENDS F.S. EFFFCTIVE DATE: 10/01/7�.
03/08/78 HOUSE PREFILED, REFERRED TO CRIMINAL JUSTICE, APPRQrRIA•TGNS
04/04/78 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFEPREO TO CRIMINAL JUSTTC�,
APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00078
05/10/78 HOUSE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE BY CRIMINAL .IVSTJ(E -HJ 00L71;
NOW IN APPROPRIATIONS
05/16/78 HCUSE COI-IM. REPOPT: FAVORABLE, PLACED ON CALENDAR �y
APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00585
06/02/78 HnUSE DIED ON ULENDAR, lflF.N./SIM./COMPARE f\lll PAS,FO, PEFfP
TO SB 250 (CH. 78·3?61
H 0798 GF.NEPAL BILL BY BARRETT
FAMILY SEPVJCES; PROVIDES FOR PPEPAPAT10N OF ANNUAL COST STATEMENTS �CP
CEPTAJN NURSING HOMES BY JNDEPEN()ENT t.CCOUNTANTS, Rt.TIIER THAN (.P.t.. 1,;
REMOVES SIGNATURE REQUIREMENT. AMENDS 40q.268. EFFECTIVE DATE:
07/01 /78.
03/08/78 HOUSE PREFILED, REFERRED T O HEALTH & REHABILITATIVE SERVICES
03/14/78 HOUSE SUBREFERRED TO SUBCOMMITTEE ON SOC !Al & REHABILITATIVF
SERVICES
04/ 01tf7 8 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFEPRED Tfl HEALTH & R EHt.eILITATlVE
S EPVICES -HJ 00078; SUBREFERPED TO SUBCOMMITTEE ON
SOCIAL & REHABILITATIVE SERVICES
06/0?/78 HOUSE DIED IN COMMITTEE QN HEALTH & REHABILITATIVE SERVICES
H 0799 GfNE�Al BILL DY CORRECTIONS, PROBATION t PAROLE IIDENTIC/lL S 06131
OFFENDER REHABILITATION DEPT.; DELETES LANGUAGE MADE oeSOLfTE �IIBSEQUEMT
TC REORGANJZATJCN; PRESCRIBES CONTENl £ FORM OF All COl'MITMENTS TC'
DEPT. ; PROVIDES PROCEDURE FOR NOTIFIC/lTION OF VIOLATIONS OF rAROLE.
AMENDS 20 .315, S47.21; CREATES 945.0905. EFFECTIVE DATE:
UFON BECOMING LAW.
03/08/78 HOUSE PREFILED, REFERRED TO APPROPRIATIONS
04/04/78 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO /lPPROPRIATJONS -HJ 00078
04/10/78 HOUSE WITHDRAWN FROM APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 001,2: PLACED OM
CALENDAR
04/26/78 HOUSE PLACFD ON SPECIAL ORDFR CALENDAR
05/12/78 HOUSF READ SECOND TIME -HJ 00530
1 ··Ill 00'> 1+3
05/ 15/78 HOUSE READ THIRD TIME; PASSfD; YEAS 11 l N/lYS
05/22/78 SENATE R ECEIVED, PFFERRED TO COPPECTIONS, l'Pr>BAT!ON AMU Ph.POLE
-SJ 00442
06/02/78 SENATE DIED IN COMMITHE ON CORRECTIONS, PR0'3ATION AND PAROLE
H 0800 GENEPAL Bill BY CORRECTIONS, PROBATION f, PAROLE (SIMILAR ENG/S 0337)
SENTENCES; PERMITS FLA. COURT TO DIRECT THAT FLA. SENTENCE BE SEDVf('
CCNCURRENTLY WITH THAT IMPOSED IN ANOTHER JURISDICTION; PERMITS Q.O,F.
TO DESIGNATE PENAL INSTITUTION IN ANOTHER STATE OR IN FLA. AS PLACE OF
PECEPTION FOR P ERSON SENTENCED IN Fl.A. UNDER CEPTAIN CIR(UMSTl�CES, ETC.
AMENrs 921.16. EFFECTIVE DATE: UPON BECOMING LAW.
03/08/78 HOUSE PREFILEO, PLACED ON CALENDAR
04/04/78 HOUSE INTRODUCED, PLACED ON CALENDAR -HJ 00078
05/17/78 HOUSE PLACED ON SPECIAL IJROEP CALENDAR; WFt-J./ SIM. SfMP[
BILL SUBSTITUTED -HJ 00627
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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Sena tor r1acKay

A bill to be �ntitled
An act relating to minors; Jmending s.
847.014(2), Florida Statut�s; prohibiting any
�er son from be inging oc causing to be bcought
into this state or sending or c3using t0 be
sent from this state for S3le or distribution
any such material or presentation; providing a
penalty; increasing c�nalti�s for �nowinqly
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exhibiting. for knowingly selling, lending,
10

giving away, distributing, transmitting, or

11

transmuting, for offering to sell, lend, give

ll

<J·,1ay, distribute, transmit, or transmute, for

ll

having in one's 9QSSession, custody, or control

IJ

·,,;it h intent to sell, lend, give d'..ld'f,

15

distribute, transmit, or transmute, and for

16

advertising, any such mat�rial or present�tion;

17

providing that the poss<?ssion of three or mace

18

copi�s of any such material or ?tes�ntation is

IQ

pr- i:na facie evidence of int�nt to sell, lend,

:0

give away, distribut-?, tcansr:iit, or transmute

"

ll

such material oc presentation; amending s.

0 a.
a o
a. u

/l

450.151, flocida Statutes; oco hibiting the

)]

taking, receiving, hiring, �mpl0ying,

lJ

exhibiting, or th� s�lling, aoprenticinq,

25

giving away, letting out, or �isposing 0f a

a0 0�

-.

Co

��

use,

16

minor for the production of �ny S1Jch mat�rial

27

or presentation or foe any obsc�ne, indec�nt,

�
n

or immoral purpose; providing penalties;
amendin<J s. 827.07(11 (bl, f'locida Statutes, and

,O

acding paragraphs (jl,

JI

subsection; redefining "abus�·• or "malpractice '"

(kl, �nd (11 to said

COOING: Word, in �..-J., ,_-.,lit type ore- d.ll!:1101,s lrom •••\Ftnq lo-; -o,d, �dl!:rliru•d or• odd,1,on\.
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e,resentation :,,.ihich, in whole or

for purpose of child abuse provisions to
include the aiding, ab etting,

conduct,

counseling,

excitement,

depicts sexual

or sadom.Jsochistic abuse involvi�.9.

a minor.

hiring, or procuring of a child to perform or

4.3T

participat e in th e production of any such
material or presentation;

sexual

in part,

A violation of any provision of this paragraph

shall constitute a felony of the second deg�ee,

providing an

provided in s. 775.082,

effectbe date.

( bl l.

s. 775.083,

It is unlawful for any person knowingly to

exhibit any photograph, motion pictur�,

Be It Enacted �Y the Legislature of the State of florida:

punishable as

or s. 775.084.

exhibition, show,

r�presentation, or oth�r presentation :,,.ihich, in -..,hole or in
10

Section l.

11 I Statutes,
ll

of sectLOn 841.014,

(2)

rlocida

sho...,s,

pces'?ntations,

IJI lend;

15

(21

1sj sell, lend,

16

(a) l.

OFf'EtlSES I\ND PENI\LT!ES.--

17] p roduce, conduct, direct, perform,

0r participate

l'?xhibition,

.
t91 or other pres�ntation which, in ..,.hole
0r
'i'!xual �xcitement,

d�picts

er Jadomosochistic J.b•ise

2.

transmit:

distribute,
custod·t,

It is unlawful for any p�rson knowingly to aid,

transmute:

tr:1nsrnit,

offer to

or transmute;

or control with intent to

dist ribute,

transmit,

18] advertise in any manner any photograph,

or transmute; or

:-notion picture,

191 �xhibition, sho·"',

represent ation, or other pr�sentation which,

201 in whole or part,

depicts nudity,

211 �xcite:nent, or sadomasochistic

211 i nvolving a minor.
ll

dist ribut e:

gi'✓'? a·,1ay,

!/I sell, lend, give a·,,;ay,

in any

show, repr�sentation,
in part,

qive a·-ay;

161 have in his possession,

It is unlawtul for any �J:-r5on �n0·.-1in<Jly to

10[ s exual conduct,

sexual excitement, or

It is unlawful foe any person knowingly to sell:

2.

13

0c

IJI representations.--

1aj photogr3ph, motion picture,

sexual conduct,

121 to minors.

Hinors participating in harm ful motion

'!xhibitions,

101 part, depicts nudity,

111 sadomasochistic abuse in·,olving a minor and which ls harmful

is amended to read:

847.014

131 pictur'!s,

Subse<.:tion

721 '#hich is harmful to minors.

sexual conduct,

sexual

3.buse invol•1ing a minor and

The possession of

1JI abet, counsel, hire, or otherwise procure a r.iinor to pcrf0rm
2Jl or participate in any photograph,

,J

or .e,resentation is or i.:i,a facie �vidence 1)f in.t.::-nt to sell,

15

l end, gi·1C? awu:r,

2.SI sho:.J,

VI sac!omasoc�istic abusF!

l?
JO

I

�xhibition,

reprie:sentation, or other presenta tion •..;hich,

761 in part, depicts sexual conduct,

:a

il'Otion pictur�,

).

se:,cu,11 excit�1nent,

in 'whole or

2�

0r

27

i.nvolvir.g a minor.

It is unla·..,ful for any O"!r3on knowln9ly to br�

cause to be brou51.ht

into this stat<e or to send nr c.1use

to be

sent from th is stat:e for sale or di c;tr ibut ion .1nv □hot'?JCJ�

Jl I motion oicture,

exhibition, sho·....,

r�or':"sent.3tion 0r

oth�r

COOING: *o,d, ,,, �.,.."1. �- t7p• a,• d.l.1,0," f,o,.. • .,,,,,,q low; .. o,d\ v"d�,l,�!._!.o,. ,,dd1t•o,.,.

3.

3ny such ehotograph, ,notion pictur�,

three or more

2J1 copii:s oE

distribute,

tr:1nsmit, or

reor�sentaticn,

transmute.

A violation of any provision 0f this paragraph

shall constitute a

E�lony of th� second

281 punishable as provided in s. 775.082, s.

�n�rd degree,
775.083, or s.

291775.084.
JO

Soect ion 2.

Section 450.lSl,

florida Statutes, is

Jl I amended to r�ad:
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450.151

l!.!..
exhibits:,

Hiring and employing;

Whoever takes,

cecei·,�s,

!bl

penalty.-hires, employs,

male or female genitals when in a state of sexua 1 stimulation

uses,

o r arousal.

or in any manner or under any oretense sells,

41 apprentices, gives away, lets out,

or otherwise disposes of to

any <Jerson any child 17 years of age or younger for any
obscene, lndecent,

or immoral purpos�,

or for the production

representation, or other eresentation which,
cart, deoicts se,cual conduct,

t orture by or ueon a oerson clad in undergarmentsl a mask or
_

Section 3.

and

or

1l

or has in custody 3ny such child for any of these purp oses,

I)

f or or in any business,

IJ

the health or dangerous to the lif" 0r

15

causes or procur�s or �ncourages any such child to engage

16

therein,

1/

inflicts up on it unjustifiable physical pain or 'llental

18

suffering,

19

child to be -?ndanqered or its health to be injured,

,0

child to be pl3ced in such situation

ll

endangered or its health injured,

ll

child for 3ny of the purposes aforesaid,

1J

� "'1:�d�:,,e�ne� of the second degree, punishable as

14

pr ovided in s. 775.082,

exhibition,

or

827.07

or Cduses or permits any such child to suffer,

or

oc

or ·alllfully causes or permits the lif" of any such

s.

or such

that its life may te

or has in custody any such

775.083,

or

ll

(2)

As used in this sectlon:

?6

(a)

·sexual conduct· m�ans

shall be guilty of a

s. 775.084.

sexual intercourse:

or physical contact

i"8

clothed or unclothed genitals,

iq

such person be a female,

JO

constitutes the commissio n of s�x:..ial

""'ith a oecson's

cubic area,

buttoc'<s,

of subsection

( l)

of section
(k) ,

Abuse

oE

children.--

( l)

DEFINITIONS.--As used in this section:

( b)

"Abuse" or "maltreatment" includes any willful or

negligent acts s,hich result in neglect, malnutrition, sexual
abuse, physical injury, mental injury,
sustenance,

clothing, shelter,

or failure to provide

c ounsel in9,

hiring,

"Abuse"

or medical attention.

o r '"maltr-?atment" also includes the aiding,

abetting,

or erocurin9 of a child to oerfor;n or

earticieate in an:i: ehot ograeh, motion eicturel exhibition,
she·,.,

reeresentationt or other oresentation .,..hich, in who!� or

in eart,

deeicts sexual co nduct,

sexual exci.t�ment! or

sadomasochistic abuse involving a child.
( j)

"Sadomasochistic abuse" means the flaqellation or

torture b)'. or ueon a oerson clad in undergarments, a mask,

or

a bizacre costume or the co ndition of bein9 fettered, bound,

acts of masturbation;

21

111 such crime

or

vocation injurious to
limbs of such child,

a

or

are added to said subsection to read:

(l )

11 caus�s, procures, or encourages any child to engage therein,

Paragraph ( bi

Florida Statutes, is amended and paragraphs ( j) ,

827.07,

or

10 s adomasochlstic abuse in\:olving ,3 minor or-r,roet"tee,

"Sadomasochistic abuse" means the flagellatio n or

o ther,.,ise ehysically restrained on the eart of one so clothed.

in whole or in

sexual excite ment,

!cl

bizarre costume or the condition of beins fettered, bound,

exhibition, show,

of dny �hotograph, m otion pictur�.

"Sexual excitement" means the condition of human

or, if

breast or any act or conduct ·•hich
bo�t�� or suat1ests that

is bein.9. or s,ill be committed.

o r other••ise eh:i:sically restrained on the ea Ct of one

50

clothed.
(I<)

"'Sexual conduct" means acts of masturbation;

sexual intercourse; or ohvsical contact ·..-it h
clothed or unclothed genitals,
such oe rson be a female,

a eerson's

cubic area, buttocks,

oc,

if

breast or an_y_ ac_t 0r cor1duct ••hich

COOIHG: Wo,d, in ..........,"'J. � typ• a•• d.,J.,1 1 on1, from t•11t1n9 !ow; ...-ord1 u,..d.,,line-d o,., addition1.
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11 constitutes the commission of sexual hattery or suq'}ests that
such cri'Tle is bein9. or '-'ill

(11

be committed.

"Sexual �xcitement� means the condition 0f human

JI male or f�ma�enitals ...,hen in a .state of s�:<ual stimulation

or arousal.
Section 4.

Thig

act shall take effect October 1,

1978 .

• * ........... * * •••••••••••••••••••••••••••
SENIITE SUMMARY

,�

Increases p�nalties for knowinqly �xhibiting, for
kno�ingly selling, lending, gi�ing ��ay, distributing,
trans:nittinq, or transmuting, for ,,ff-ering to sell, lend,
gi11e away, distribute, transmit, or transmute, for ha•1ing
i n one's pos:;ession, custody, or control with intent to
sell, l�nd, giv� .J1Jay, distribut':?, transmit, or
t ransiTlute, and for .Jdvectising material involvinq child
porno�raphy.
Prohibits any ?erson from bringing or
causing to be brought into this state or s�ndinq or
Cdusin1 to be sent from this st.Jte for sale or
distribution any photograph, �otion picture, �xhibition,
show, representation, or other presentation depicting
sexudl conduct, sexual excitemerit, or sadomdsochi:;tic
abuse invol·1inq a minor.
Violation is a Eel0n'y 0f the
second degree.
�ak�s the possession of thr�e or �ore
copies of c:tn·1 such material, pri:na f.Jcie evi,j�nce of
intent to sell, lend, 1ive d'-'a/, distribute. tr.Jns:nit, or
trans:nute sJr:h mater ia 1.

II
ll

ll
IJ

I\
,;
,;
ll
19

Amends child labor provisions relatint,J to using or
disposing of a child 17 years of. JJe 0r •rounger for
obscene, indecent, or immoral purp0ses to p rohibit the
use or disposition of a minor for the production of any
such :r.ater tat.
Increases the ��na.lt:.y for •1iolation of
such child labor prov isions to a felony of the secand
degree.

:o

ll

ll
ll
ll

Amends child abuse provisions t'{ redefining ··abuse" or
"maltredtment" to include the acding, abetting,
counseling, hi.ring, or procurin1 of a minor to perform or
partici-pate in the pcoducti')n of any such materi,:!1.

ll
l6,
)/!
,8

i�

!
!
I

JO I
JI I
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of the

SENATE

State of Florida
TENTH REGULAR SESSION
UNDER THE CONSTITUTION AS REVISED IN 1968
APRIL 4 THROUGH JUNE 2, 1978

JOURNAL OF THE SENATE

April 6, 1978
Tra.sk
Vogt

\Vare
Williamson

Wilson
Winn

Zinkil

The Committee on Judiciary-Civil offered the following
amendment which was moved by Senator Hair and adopted:

Amendment 1-On page 3, line 11, and on page 3, line 21,
strike "and" and insert: or

Nays--None
Votes after roll call:

Senator Dunn moved the following amendment which was
adopted:

Yeas--Tobiassen, MacKay, Henderson
SB 264-A. bill to be entitled An act relating to student
assistance grants; amending s. 239.461(2)(a), Florida Statutes;
providing that students at Florida institutions accredited by
a member of the Council on Postsecondary Accreditation are
eligible for such grants; providing an effective date.
-was read the second time by title.
Senators Peterson and Dunn offered the following amend
ments which were moved by Senator Peterson and adopted:
.Amendment 1-On page 1, line 19, hyphen through the follow
ini;: "educational expenses" and insert: tuition and fee8
Amendment 2-On page 1, in title, line 4, insert: limiting
grant award to include tuition and foes;
On motion by Senator Peterson, by two-thirds vote SB 26.J
as amended was read the third time by title, passed, ordered
engrossed and then certified to the House. The vote on passage
was:

Amendment 2-On page G, between lines 5 and 6, insert:
Section -1. Disseminating obscene material.(1) It is unlawful for any person to disseminate obscene
material to a minor.
For purposes of this section:

(2)

( a) "Disseminate" means to transfer, distribute, dispense,
lend, display, exhibit, send, or broadcast, whether for profit or
otherwise, or to produce, transport, or possess with intent to
do any of the foregoing.
(b)
1.

"Obscene material" means material that:
Sets forth in a patently offensive way:

a. An explicit representation, or a detailed written or verbal
description, of an ad of sexual intercourse, including genital
genital, anal-genital, or oral-genital intercourse, whether be
tween human beings or between a human being and an animal;
of masturbation; or of flagellation, torture, or other violence
indicating a sadomasochistic sexual relationship; or
b.

An explicit, close-up representation of a human genital

organ;

2. Taken as a whole, appeals predominantly to the prurient
interest of:

Yeas-33
Mr. President
Barron
Castor
Chamberlin
Childers, Don
Childers, W. D.
Firestone
Callen
Glisson

87

Corman
Graham
Hair
Henderson
Holloway
Johnston
MacKay
McClain
Peterson

Poston
Renick
Sayler
Scarborough
Scott
Spicola
Thomas, Jon
Thomas, Pat
Tobiassen

Trask
Vogt
Williamson
Wilson
Winn
Zinkil

Nays-None
Vote after roll call:
Yea-Myers
Consideration of SB 247 was deferred.
SB 250-A bill to be entitled An act relating to minors;
amending s. 847.014(2), Florida Statutes; prohibiting any per
son from bringing or causing to be brought into this state
or sending or causing to be sent from this state for sale or
distribution any such material or presentation; providing a
Penalty; increasing penalties for knowingly exhibiting, for
kno wingly selling, lending, giving away, distributing-, trans
nnttmi;, or transmuting, for offering to sell, lend, give away,
distribute, transmit, or transmute, for having in one's posses81.on,_ custody, or control with intent to sell, lend, give away,
distribute, transmit, or transmute, and for advertising, any
s�ch material or presentation; providing that the possession
or three or more copies of any such material or presentation
is Prima facie evidence of intent to sell, lend, give away,
d_istribute, transmit, or transmute such material or presenta
tion; amending s. '150.151, Florida Statutes; prohibiting the
lakmg, receiving, hiring, employing, use, exhibiting, or the
selling, apprenticing, giving away, letting out, or disposing
of fl minor for the production of any such material or presen
tation or for any obscene, indecent, or immoral purpose; pro
viding penalties; amending s. 827.07(1) (b), Florida Statutes,
and udding paragraphs (j), (k), and (I) to said subsection;
redefining "abuse" or "malpractice" for purpose of child abuse
PtoVJs1ons to include the aiding, abetting, counseling, hiring,
or P_rocuring of a child to perform or participate in the pro
d uction of any such material or presentation; providing an
e f fective date.
-was read the second time by title.

a. The average person, applying contemporary community
standards; or
b. The average person within a sexually deviant class of
persons, if such material is designed for, and is primarily
disseminated to, such class of persons; and
3. Taken as a whole, lacks serious artistic, scientific, liter
ary, or political value.
(3) Any person who violates the provisions of this section
is guilty of a felony of the second degree, punishable as pro
vided in s. 775.082, s. 775.083, or s. 776.084, Florida Statutes.
(Renumber subsequent section.)
Senator MacKay moved the following amendment which was
adopted:
Amendment 3-On page 1, in title, strike lines 7 through
21 and insert: certain materials or presentations which depict
sexual conduct, sexual excitement, or sadomasochistic abuse in
volving a minor; providing a penalty; prohibiting persons from
knowingly exhibiting, for knowingly selling, lending, giving
away, distributing, transmitting, or transmuting, for offer
ing to sell, lend, give away, distribute, transmit, or transmute,
for having in one's possession, custody, or control with intent
to sell, lend, gi\'e away, distribute, transmit, or transmute,
and for advertising, certain materials or presentations which
depicts nudity, sexual conduct, sexual excitement, or sado
masochistic abuse involving a minor or which is harmful to
minors; providing a penalty; amending s.
Senator Dunn moved the following amendment which was
adopted:
Amendment 4--On page 2, line 5, after the semicolon in
sert: prohibiting the dissemination of obscene material to a
minor; providing a penalty;
On motion by Senator Hair, the Senate reconsidered the
vote by which Amendment 1 was adopted.
Amendment 1 failed.
On motions by Senator Dunn, the Senate reconsidered the
votes by which Amendments 2, 3 and 4 were adopted. By per
mission Senator Dunn withdrew the amendments.
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Senator Hair moved the following amendment which was
adopted:
Amendment 5-On page 1, strike line 7 and insert: certain ma
terial or presentations which depict sexual conduct, sexual
excitement, or sadomasochistic abuse involving a minor; pro
viding a
On motion by Senator MacKay, by two-thirds vote SB 250 as
amended was read the third time by title, passed, ordered en
grossed and then certified to the House. The vote on passage
was:

ll!r. President
Barron
Castor
Chamberlin
Childers, Don
Childers, W. D.
Dmm
Firestone
Gallen

Glisson
Gordon
Gorman
Graham
Hair
Henderson
Holloway
Johnston
MacKay

McClain
}'livers
Peterson
Poston
Renick
Sayler
Scarborough
Scott
Skinner

Spic0la
Thomas, Jon
Trask
Vogt
Ware
Williamson
Wilson
Winn
Zinkil

Nays-None
Yea-Pat Thomas

Glisson
Gordon
Gorman
Graham
Hair
Henderson
Johnston
MacKay
McClain

Myers
Peterson
Plante
Poston
Renick
Sayler
Scarborough
Spicola
Thomas, Jon

Tobiassen
Trask
Vogt
Ware
Williamson
Wilson
Winn
Zinkil

Nays-None
Yea-Holloway
On motion by Senator Vogt, the rules were waived and
SB 216 was ordered i mmediately certified to the House.
SB 2�9-A bill to be entitled An act relating to transporta
tion furnished prisoners upon releuse from state correctional
institutions; amending s. D44.54, Florida Statutes; removing
the limitation on the payment of transportation expenses upon
the release of a prisoner; providing an effective date.

The Commit.tee on Corrections, Probation and Parole offered
the following amendments which were moved by Senator Renie!.:
and adopted:

REPORT OF COMMITTEE
The Committee on Rules and Calendar recommends the fol
lowing be placed on Special Order Calendar on Thursday,
April 6, 1978, as a supplemental calendar.
SB 178
SB 211

SB 90
SB 163

SB 294

Respectfully submitted,
W. D. Childers, Chairman
On motion by Senator W. D. Childers, the rules were waived
and the bills contained in the foregoing report were placed
on the special order calendar as a supplemental calendt1r.
SB 232-A bill to be entitled An act relating to state spon
sorship of the programs of private organizations; providing
that certain references to the sponsorship of such proi,-rams
mention sponsorship by the state; providing 11n effective date.
-was read the second time by title. On motion by Senator
Firestone, by two-thirds vote SB 232 was read the third time
by title, passed and certified to the House. The vote on pas
sage was:
Yeas-36
l\Ir. President
Barron
Castor
Chamberlin
Chil,lers, Don
Childers, W. D.
Dunn
Firestone
Gallen

JI! r. President
Barron
Castor
Chamberlin
Childers, Don
Childers, W. D.
Dunn
Firestone
Gallen

-was read the second time by title.

Vote after roll call:

14
47

Yeas-35

Vote nfter roll call:

Yeas-36

SB
SB
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Glisson
Gordon
Gorman
Graham
Hair
Henderson
Holloway
Johnston
MacKay

McClain
Myers
Peterson
Poston
Ren\ck
Sayler
Scarborough
Scott
Skinner

Spicola
Thomas, Jon
Tobiassen
Trask
Vo�t
Williamson
i\' ilson
Winn
Zinkil

Nays-None
SB 216-A bill to be entitled An act relating to community
college employee records; amending s. 230.7591, Florida Stat
utes; directing the State Board of Education to promulgate
certain rules relating to limited access employee records; au
thorizing a community college president to release information
contained in such records under certain circumstances; pro
viding an effective date.
-was read the second time by title. On motion by Senator
Vogt, by two-thirds vote 'SB 216 was read the third time by
title and passed. The vote on passage was:

Amendment 1-On page 1, strike lines 23-30, and on page 2,
strike lines 1-2 and insert: common carrier of the state, and
such cost of transportation shall not exceed $50 �- The clas
siiication committee, may in its discretion, determine that the
best interests of the state will be served by providing trunspor
tation for the prisoner to a place outside the State of Florida,
in which instance transportation in excess of $50 � may be
authorized with the excess being paid only from surplus trans
portation funds available to the institution. Provided, however,
that the transportation furnished shall be the most economical
available, utilizing a common carrier.
Amendment 2-On page 1 in title, strike lines 2-8 and in
sert: An act relating to state prisoners; amending s. 944.54(1),
Florida Statutes, to increase the limit on the amount of money
authorized per inmate for transportation upon release; provid
ing an effective date.
On motion by Senator Renick, by two-thirds vote SB 299 as
amended was read the third time by title, passed, ordered en
grossed and then certified to the House. The vote on passage
was:
Yeas-35
Mr. President
Barron
Castor
Chamberlin
Childers, Don
Childers, W. D.
Firestone
Gallen
Glisson

Gordon
Gorman
Graham
Hair
Henderson
Holloway
Johnston
l\lacKay
McClain

l\!yers
Peterson
Poston
Renick
Sayler
Scarborough
Scott
Skinner
Spicola

Thomas, Jon
Tobiassen
Vogt
Ware
Williamson
Wilson
Winn
Zinkil

Nays-None
Vote after roll call:
Yea-Dunn
SB 49-A bill to be entitled An act relating to discrimination
against persons because they have the sickle-cell trait; creating
ss. G2G.9.'554, G26.9555, Florida Statutes; prohibiting an insurer
from refusing to issue and deliver a disability or life insurance
policy solely because the person to be insured has the sickle
cell trait; prohibiting discrimination in the premium or rate
charged for disability or life: insurance policy solely because
the person covered has such trait; prohibiting a hospital, medi
cal, or surgical plan or a health maintenance org-anization from
refusing to issue and deliver a contract solely because the
person to be covered has the sickle-cell trait; prohibiting

· Duplicated by Office of the Clerk
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SB 2so

AS PASSED BY SENATE

A bill to be entitled
An act relating to minors; amending s.
847.014(2), Florida Statutes; prohibiting any
person from bringing or causing to be,brought
into this state or sending or causing t·o be
sent from this state for sale or distri9ution
certain material or presentations which depict
sexual conduct, sexual excitement, or
sadomasochistic abuse involving a minor;

10

providing a penalty; increasing penalties for

11

knowingly exhibiting, for knowingly selling,

12

lending, giving away, distributing,

IJ

transmitting, or transmuting, for offering to

14

sell, lend, give away, distribute, transmit, or
transmute, for having in one's possession,

,.)

custody, or control with intent to sell, lend,

16

11

give away, distribute, transmit, or transmute,

18

and for advertising, any such material or

19

present�tion; providing that the possession of

10

three or more copies of any such material or

21

presentation is prima facie evidence of intent

22

to sell, lend, give away, distribute, transmit,

21

or transmute such material or presentation;

24

amending s. 450.151, Florida Statutes;

25

prohibiting the taking, receiving, hiring,

26

employing, use, exhibiting, or the selling,

17

apprenticing, giving away, letting out, or

·,

·� 28

I

-�1
JI

disposing of a minor for the production of any
such material or presentation or for any
obscene, indecent, or immoral purpose;
providing penalties; a'llcnding s. 827.07(1) (b),

1978

ll'lor!da Statutes, and adding paragraphs (j),

�e_r,_t_from this state for sale or distribution any phot0graph,

(kl, and (1) to said subsection; redefining

"abuse• or "malpractice• for purpose of child

abuse provisions to include the aiding,

abetting, counseling, hiring, or procuring of a

motion picture, exhibition, show,
presentation which, in whole or
a minor.

4.3T

production of any such material or

provided in s. 775.082, s. 775.08), or s. 775.08 4.
(b) 1.

IOI Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section 1.

14

847.014

Subsection

131 Statutes, is amended to read:

(2)

11

18

(2)

12 part, depicts nudity, sexual conduct, sexual excitement, or

Minors participating in harmful motion

(a) 1.

OFFENSES AND PENI\LTIES.--

r epresentation, or other presentation which, in whole or in

13 s adomasochistic abuse involving a minor and which is harmful

141 to minors.

15/ pictures, exhibitions, shows, presentations, or

17

It is unlawful for any person knowingly to

101 exhibit any photograph, motion picture, exhibition, show,

of section 847.014, Florida

161 representations.--

A violation of any provision of this paragraph

shall constitute a felony of the second degree, punishable as

presentation, providing an effective date.

12

in part, depicts sexual

.�41 conduct, sexual excitement, or sadomasochistic abuse involving

child to perform or participate in the

11

reoresentation or other

15
l.-.,.i

191 produce, conduct, direct, perform, or participate in any

18

have in his possession, custody, or control with intent to

20

advertise in any manner any photograph, motion picture,

distribute;

transmit, transmute; offer to

sell, lend, give away, distribute, transmit,

19

201 photograph, motion picture, exhibition, show, representation,

It is unlawful for any person knowingly to sell;

lend; give away;

11

It is unlawful for any person knowingly to

2.

16

sell, lend, give· away, distribute,

or transmute;

transmit, or transmute; or

211 or other presentation 1othich, in whole or in part, depicts

21

exhibition, show, representation,

131 involving a minor.

2J

excitement, or sadomasochistic abuse involving a minor and

251 abet, counsel, hire,_ or other1otise procure a minor to perform

25

221 sexual conduct, sexual excitement, or sadomasochistic abuse
24

2.

22

It is unlawful for any person knowingly to aid,

26

271 show, representation, or other presentation which, in whole or
281 in part, depicts sexual conduct, sexual excitement, or
ni sadomasochistic abuse involving a minor.
JO

JI

J.

It is unlawful

for any-_p_e_r_so_r, knowinqly to br in<J or

cause- to be brought into this state or to send or cause to be
2
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in whole or part, depicts nudity, sexual conduct, sexual

241 which is harmful to minors.

261 or participate in any photograph, motion picture, exhibition,

or other prEsentation which,

1

The possession of three or more

copies of any such photograph, motion picture, representation,

or presentati_o�rima facie evidence of intent to sell,

211 lend_. give aw<1y, distribute, transmit, or transmute.
3.

...,_../

I\ violation of any provision of this para1rc1p�

291 shall constitute a felony of the sec_ond tld:t'd degree,

10

._/JI

punishable as provided in s. 775.082, s. 775.08), or s.
775.084.

)
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SB 250

Section 2.

amended to read:
450.151

.!.!.!.

constitutes the commission of sexual batterx or sugsests that

Section 450.151, florida Statutes, is

such crime is being or will be committed.
(b)

Hiring and employing; penalty.--

or arousal.

exhibits, or in any manner or under any pretense sells,

apprentices, gives away, lets out, or otherwise disposes of to

Lei

_ �a_g_ellation or
"Sadomas_c,c_histic abuse" means the f

torture by or upon a _p_erson clad in undergarments, a mask or �
_

'' any person any child 17 years of age or younger for any
of any photograph, motion picture, exhibition, show,

"Sexual excitement• means the condition of human

male or female genitals when in a state of sexual sti�ulation

Whoever takes, receives, hires, employs, uses,

obscene, indecent, or immoral purpose, or foe the production

first Engrossed

SB 250

first Engrossed

bizarre costume or the condition of being fettered, bound, or

91 otherwise physically restrained o; the pact of one _ so clothed.

10I representation_._ or other presentation which, in whole or in

10

121 sadomasochistic abuse involving a minor ef-fHae�-tee, or

121 and (1) are added to said subsection to read:

Ill oart. de_p_icts sexual conduct, sexual excitement, or

131 causes, procures, or encourages any child to engage therein,

141 or has in custody any such child for any of these purposes, or
11 for or in any business, exhibition, or vocation injurious to

161 the health or dangerous to the life or limbs of such child, or
II

I?

,-,II
,0

)II
7R

13

14

IS
161

827.07
( 1)
(b)

�buse of children.--

OEfINITIONS.--As used in this section:

"Abuse" or "maltreatment" includes any willful or

negligent acts which result in neglect, malnutrition, sexual

abuse, physical injury, mental injury, or failure to provide

i nflicts upon it unjustifiabl� physical pain or mental

191 or "malt rC'atment• also includes the aidin9, abetting_,

181

sustenance, clothing, shelter, or medical attention.

"N:iuse"

201 counseling, hiring, or procuring of a child to pecfo_rm or

endangered or its health injured, or has in custody any such

211 pa£!ici_pate in any photograph, motion picture, ex_h_ibit_i_c,_r,__._
_
22 show_, representation, _ oc other presentation which, in whole or
_
23 in part, depicts sexual conduct, sexual excitement, or

felony �•sae�ea�ef of the second degree, punishable as

25

j child to be endangered or its health to be injured, or such

l'.j

11I 827.07, flocida Statutes, is amended and paragraphs (j), (kl,

II

10 suffering, or willfully causes or permits the life of any such
ll

Paragraph (b) of subsection (1) of section

causes or procures or encourages any such child to engage

therein, or causes or permits any such child to suffer, or

18

Section).

child to be placed in such situation that its life may be

child for any of the purposes aforesaid, shall be guilty of a
provided in s. 775.082, s. 775.08), or s. 775.004.
( 2)
( a)

�s used in this section:

"Sexual conduct" means acts of masturbation;

n' sexual intcccou_r_s_e; or physical contact with a person's

w, clothed or unclothed 9enitals, pubic area, buttocks, or, if

JI, such person be a female, breast or any act or conduct which

24 sadomasochistic abuse involving a child.
)6

(_i)

"Sadomasochistic abuse" means the flagellation or

torture b� or upon a person clad in undergarments, a mask, or

21 a bizarre costume or the condition of bein,9, fettered, _boun_cl_,
28 or otherwise phy_sicall't_ r cstrained on the part of one so
_ _

\ 2? clothed,
,_,'JO

( k)

"Sexual conduct• means acts of masturbation;

JI sexual intercourse; or physical contact with a person's
5
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clothed or unclothed 1cnitals,_2.ubic area, buttocks, or, if

such person be, a fema_le, _breast or any ilct or conduct which
constitutes the commission of sexual battery or suggests that
such crime is being or will be committed.
(1)

•sexual excitement• means the conditior •JE human

61 male or female genitals when in a state of sexual stimulation
or arousal.
Section 4.

This act shall take effect October 1, 1978.
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Senator Mac Kay

BILL

REFERENCES:

3.
AMEND, OR

CS

ATTACHED ____

SEE AMEf,Jl)ED ANALYS1S
SUBJECT:

Minors

1. Judiciary-Civil

I. BILL SUMMARY:

This bill amends several sections of the Florida Statutes relating to minors by
providing that:

(1)

(2)

It is unlawful for any person to knowingly bring or cause to be brought into
this state, or to send or cause to be sent from this state, for sale or dis
tribution, any photograph, motion picture, exhibition, representation, or
other presentation which depicts sexual conduct, sexual excitement, or sado
masochistic abuse involving a minor [847 .014(2 )(a)(3)].

The possession of three or more copies of an item enumerated in (1) above,
which is harmful to a minor, is prima facie evidence of the intent to sell,
lend, give away, distribute, transmit, or transmute such items 8
[ 47.014(2)(b)(Z)J.
The penalty for a violation of this subsection is increased to a second degree
felony.

(3)

(4)

Child labor provisions are amended to prohibit the use of, or the offering to
provide, a child seventeen years of age or younger for the production of any
photograph, motion picture, show, representation, or other presentation which
depicts sexual conduct, sexual excitement, or sadomasochistic abuse involving
a minor (450.151(1)].
The penalty for a violation of this provision or any other prohibited act of
this section is increased to a second degree felony.
The terms sexual conduct, sexual excitement, and sadomasochistic abuse, as
defined in Chapter 847 , relating to obscene literature and profanity, are
added to this section.

The definition of abuse or maltreatment as used in s. 828.07 , F.S., relating
to child abuse, is amended to include the aiding, abetting, counseling, hir
ing, or procuring of a child to perform or participate in any photograph,
motion picture, or other presentation which depicts sexual conduct, sexual
excitement, or sadomasochistic abuse involving a child.
The terms sexual conduct, sexual excitement, and sadomasochistic abuse, as
defined in Chapter 847, relating to obscene literature and profanity, are
added to this section.

I I. PURPOSE:
A.

Present Situation:
Current provisions of the law make it illegal to participate in any fashion
in, or to procure a minor for, the production of a photograph, motion picture,
or other presentation which depicts sexual abuse involving a minor. It is a
third degree felony for any person to knowingly sell, distribute, or to have
in one's possession with intent to sell, distribute, or advertise such
photograph, motion picture, or other presentation which is harmful to minors
(847 .014 J
Present child labor laws prohibit the offering or hiring of a child under
seventeen for any obscene, indecent, or immoral purpose, exhibition, or
practice which is injurious to the health of the child or inflicts mental
suffering upon the child. Violation of this section shall be a second degree
misdemeanor.
continued.....
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SEJ\JATE
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Krasovsky
l

A.

Present Situation:

(continued)

Abuse of children is currently defined to include any willful or negligent
act which results in neglect, malnutrition, sexual abuse, physical injury,
mental injury, or failure to provide sustenance, clothing, shelter, or
medical attention.
B.

Effect on Present Situation:
The effect of this bill would be to identify in several sections of Florida
Statutes the prohibited activities relating to the production of photographs,
movies, or other forms of presentation which involve sexual conduct or sexual
abuse of minors.

III.

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS:
A.

Economic Impact on the Public:

8.

Economic Impact on State or Local Government:

YES

NO

X
YES

X

NO

With the creation of new types of criminal behavior and the imposition of
criminal sanctions, there will be an economic impact on the agencies
responsible for the enforcement of these new laws. Co111Tiittee staff is,
however, unable to estimate at this time the impact on these agencies.
IV.

COMMENTS:
None.
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SUBJECT:

Minors

1. Judiciary-Civil

I. BILL SUMMARY:
This bill, as amended, amends several sections of the Florida Statutes relating to
minors by providing that:

(1) It is unlawful for any person to knowingly bring or cause to be brought into
this state, or to send or cause to be sent from this state, for sale or dis
tribution, any photograph, motion picture, exhibition, representation, or
other presentation which depicts sexual conduct, sexual excitement, or sado
masochistic abuse involving a minor [847.014(2)(a)(3)l.
(2) The possession of three or more copies of an item enumerated in (1) above, or
such material which is harmful to minors, is prima facie evidence of the intent
to sell, lend, give away, distribute, transmit, or transmute such items
[847.014(2)(b)(2)1.
The penalty for a violation of this subsection is increased to a second degree
felony.
(3) Child labor provisions are amended to prohibit the use of, or the offering to
provide, a child seventeen years of age or younger for the production of any
photograph, motion picture, show, representation, or other presentation which
depicts sexual conduct, sexual excitement, or sadomasochistic abuse involving
a minor [450.151(1)1.
The penalty for a violation of this provision or any other prohibited act of
this section is increased to a second degree felony.
The terms sexual conduct, sexual excitement, and sadomasochistic abuse, as
defined in Chapter 847, relating to obscene literature and profanity, are
added to this section.
(4) The definition of abuse or maltreatment as used in s. 828.07, F.S., relating
to child abuse, is amended to include the aiding, abetting, counseling, hir
ing, or procuring of a child to perform or participate in any photograph,
motion picture, or other presentation which depicts sexual conduct, sexual
excitement, or sadomasochistic abuse involving a child.
The terms sexual conduct, sexual excitement, and sadomasochistic abuse, as
defined in Chapter 847, relating to obscene literature and profanity, are
added to this section.
II. PURPOSE:

A. Present Situation:
Current provisions of the law make it illegal to participate in any fashion in,
or to procure a minor for, the production of a photograph, motion picture, or
other presentation which depicts sexual abuse involving a minor. It is a third
degree felony for any person to knowingly sell, distribute, or to have in one's
possession with intent to sell, distribute, or advertise such photograph,
motion picture, or other presentation which is harmful to minors [847.014).
Present child labor laws prohibit the offering or hiring of a child under
seventeen for any obscene, indecent, or immoral purpose, exhibition, or practice which is injurious to the health of the child or inflicts mental suffering
upon the child. Violation of this section shall be a second degree misdemeanor.
Abuse of children is currently defined to include any willful or negligent act
which results in neglect, malnutrition, sexual abuse, physical injury, mental
injury, or failure to provide sustenance, clothing, shelter, or medical attention.
continued.....
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BILL NO.:
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II.

PURPOSE:
B.

2

SB 250

(continued)

Effect on Present Situation:
The effect of this bill would be to identify in several sections of Florida
Statutes the prohibited activities relating to the production of photographs,
movies, or other forms of presentation which involve sexual conduct or sexual
abuse of minors.

III.

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS:
A.

Economic Impact on the Public:

YES

B.

Economic Imoact on State or Local Government:

NO

X
YES

X

NO

With the creation of new types of criminal behavior and the imposition of
criminal sanctions, there will be an economic impact on the agencies responsible
for the enforcement of these new laws. Conmittee staff is, however, unable to
estimate at this time the impact on these agencies.
IV.

COMMENTS:
None.
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Chief JustiLt:, finds that a jury, in d<.:1crmi11ing the
standards of the "average person" wilhin the n:k
vant community, would reach a nrnch lower "aver
age" if children were consickrt:d part of the equa
tion.
A jury can, however, i11clucle both "scn�itivt: and
insensitive" persons in dt:1ermining the st:rnclarJ of
that hypothetical "average" person in the cornmu
nity. "In the narrow and limited context of this
case," the Court says, "the community inclucles all
adults who comprise it, and a jury can consider them
all in determining relevant community standards.
The vice is in focusing upon the most �usceptibk or
sensitive members when judging the obscenity of ma
terials, not in including them along with all others in
the comrnu11ity."
The Court upholds a jury instruction that pt:r
mitted consideration of whether the materials ap
pealed to the prurient interest of not only the "aver
age" person but also the prurient interest of members
of a deviant sexual group. Expert testimony, togt:ther
with the contested materials themselves, sufficiently
guided the jury in gauging the reaction of such
groups, the Court finds. (Page 4479)

'Marriage Penalty' Provisio11s
Of Tax Code Constitutional
Internal Revt:nue Code provisions, collectively
called the "marriage penalty," that work to the dis
advant:ige of married individu;:ils do not viobtt: the
Equal Protection Clause, nor do they clclly anyone
due process, the U.S. Court of Claims rules. (Mapes
V. U.S., 5/17/78)
The taxpayers argued they paid more t:L\es than
they otherwise would have had to as a comequence
of being married alld thc:reby precluded from filing
separately under the tax schedule applicable to single
taxpayers. They also claimed that the general tax
credit provisions of Section 42 worked against them
because the maximum credit of two percent of the
first $9,000 of taxable income resulted in a credit of
only $180 for both of them rather than $180 for each
of them.
The taxpayc:rs urged the strict scrutiny standard
since, they said, the penalty burdens the fu11cla1nell
tal right to marry. The right to marry is a funda
mental one, the court writes, but the marriage pen
alty is not a direct obstacle to its exercise. The tax
burden might in fact dissuade some couples from
entering illto matrimony, but it docs 1101 presrnt an
imuperable barrier.
The prnal:y should only be subject<.:d to the mini
mum test of rationality, rather than strict scrutiny.
And the m:irriage provisions pass that test. In the
area of economics and soci:il welfare, the court says,
Congress may make classifications without "mathe
matical nicety" so long as they have a "reasonable
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h:1\is."
Tl,c court :1lso rejects the :1rgumt:nt th;1t tht: mar
riage pcn:ilty discriminates ag:,inst women because
the wife's income, which the plaintiffs say is gener
;illy lower than the husband's, is taxed at higher grad
u:.Jled rates when it is aggregated with the husb:md's
income. The tax scht:dulcs set forth in Section 1, the
court says, arc facially neutral in gender. (Page 2630)

U.S. Supreme Court Rules On
Legality Of Attorney Solicit:1tion Bans
The rights of states to prohibit attorneys from
soliciting clients are examined by the U.S. Supreme
Court in two cases, and the results are mixed: a state
can prohibit attorneys from soliciting clients in per
son for pt:rn11i;uy gain, but cannot bar an American
Civil Libnties Union attorney from ad\'ising an
indiviclu:tl, in writing, that frt:e legal assistance is
available from the ACLU to pursue a civil riglits
suit. (Olir:ilik v. Ohio State Bar Assn.; In re Primus,
5/30/78)
111 Ilic first case, the Court holds th,1t tlie Ohio
State Bar Association could constitutionally dis
cipline a lawyer for soliciting clients in person for
pecuniary gain under circumstanct:s likely to pose
clangt:rs th;it the state has a right to prevent. An
attorney's in-person solicitation of rcmunerati\'c ·
employment is entitled to some First Amendment
protection, Mr. Justice Powell writing for the Court
admits; nev<.:rthelcss, this type of expression is
subject to rq�ubtion in furtherance of the state's
co11cedeclly important iutercst iu preventing fraud,
undue influence, intimid.1tion, overreaching, and
other forms of vexatious conduct. Thus, the Court
co11cludt:s that the 01,io bar can comtitutionally dis
cipline an attorney who approached young accident
victims at :i time when they were especially incap
able of making informed judgments or of assess111g
and protecting their own intcrt:sts. (Page 451 I)
Relying on NAACP v. Button, 371 U.S. 415
(1963), the Court, in the second case, rules that
South Carolina's application of its disciplinary rules
to an ACLU attorney violated First and Fourteenth
Arne11cl111ent rii:;hts of freedom of cxpres�ion and as
sociation. The attorney had written a kttt:r advising
a woman, who had bt:en stt:rilizcd alk:gt:dly as a
COllclition of continued receipt of Medicaid benefits,
that free leg;il assistaucc was available to her from
the ACLU to pursue a lawsuit against the doctor
who performed the operation. The Court rejects an
attempt to distinguish the NAACP from the ACLU
on the ground that the NAACP is ·primarily a "po
litical" organization th:it uses litir; :ition to achieve
political aims, while the ACLU's primary purpose is
tl1e 1endition of lcg;il services. For the ACI.U, as for
the NAACP, litigation is a form of politic,il exprcs
,ion and politit:al :1ssociation, the Court says. It also
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ALI Approves
Securities Code

� he Proposed Official Draft of the Federal Securi
Code, the culmination of a nine-year effort to
simplify and recodify the federal securities laws, re
ceived the approval of the American Law Institute at
its 55th annual meeting in Washington, D.C., last
week.
Changes and additions to the last of the seven
drafts of the Code sparked sometimes heated debate,
much of which focused on the civil liability provi
sions of Section 1704. A motion to remove annual re
ports from the coverage of this near-strict liability
provision was defeated 95-94. The Code's tender
offer provisions, pursuant to which federal law will
preempt state law in all but rare circumstances, were
also the target of some criticism.
Now that the Code has been approved by the mem
bership, the Institute must relinquish its control over
the document. Professor Lewis Loss, Rcporlcr for
the Code, Said the SEC has begun its official review
and expressed hope that the Code will be introduced
into Congress with the commission's stamp of ap
proval. (Page 2633)
OSHA 's Warrantless Inspection
.
.
p rov1s1on
• • · I s Unconst1tut10na I
.
.
Sect10n 8 (a) of the Occupational Safety and
Health Act of 1970, which authorizes warrantless
searches of the work area of any business covered by
the Act, violates the Fourth Amendment's warrant
clause, a 5-3 majority of the U.S. Supreme Court
h�lds. L�b?r D�partment inspectors must now obtam adm1111strat1ve warrants before searching work
areas not open to the public. (Marshall v. Barlow's,
Inc., 5/23�78)
_ � tl1at the Warrant Clause "protects
Emphaswn
_
_
commerc1al bu1ld111gs as "".ell as private homes," Mr.
_
_
_
Justice �lie,
the maJo:1ty sp?kesman, rt:jec!s the
_
propo�111on that OSHA 111soecr1ons come within the
excepllon to the warr�nt requireme�t that applit:s toa
close!� regulated business such as liquor, Colonnade
Catenng Corp. v. U.S., 397 U.S. 72 (1970), and firearms, U.S. v. Biswell, 4 06 U.S. 31 I (1972).
Section I

LAW WEEK

J

Entrepreneurs in these businesses have voluntarily
chosen to submit to close governmental regulation,
the majority observes, but it cannot be said that em
ployers who come under the federal labor laws have
done the same. Federal involvement in employee
working conditions "has never been of the order of
specificity and pervasiveness that OSHA mandates."
Although the majority reaffirms the Court's com
mitment to the Warrant Clause as a bulwark of the
Fourth Amendment's protection of citizens' reason
able expectations of privacy, it also points out that
the administrative warrants it mandates will not re
quire "probable cause" in the criminal law sense.
"For purposes of an administrative search such as
this, probable cause justifying the issuance of a war
rant may be based not only on specific evidence of an
existing violation but also on a showing that 'reason
able legislative or administrative standards for con
ducting an . .. inspection are satisfied with respect to
· a particular [establishment).' "Camara v. Municipal
Court, 387 U.S. 5 23, 538 (1967); Sec v. City of Seat
tle, 387 U.S. 541 (1967).
Mr. Justice Stevens, joined by Justices Blackmun
and Rehnqui5t, dissent:;. Warrantlcss OSHA inspec
tions comport with the Fourth Amendment's reasona�leness requiremen'.• they say; Congress has detcr_
mined that the public interest
requires such inspec·
•
t1ons as an adJunct of the regulatory power. (Page
4483 )
�

r

c.
Supreme
Court Rules Out Children
In Formulating Community Standard

Although acknowledging that there is no "magic
push-bullon" to case legal interpretation, the U.S.
Supreme Court nevertheless attempts to explicate
further the elusive concept of "community standards" in obscenity prosecutions, as it rules that juries in federal prosecutions for mailing allegedly obscene material cannot consider· children as part of the
community but can consider both "sensitive and insensitive" adults. (Pinkus v. U.S., 5/23/78)
In a prosecution under 18 U.S.C. §1461 for mailing allegedly obscene material that was not however
aimed at children, the Court, in an opinion by th�
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The
.
-� .llo�se voted .c riday .lo re4LLire mer
. :.<chants lo ,cover. up• reading material
· . , �ep,icling : nudity even though oppo
. ·nents s.,id il will include everything
· ·: from girlie magazines to the best sell
,
· · tn .g:�ex manual, .. The Joy ol Sex."· ·

-'

. ; •The !louse passed 101-8 n bill by
· •• 0• Rep:· Wayne Hollingsworth;· D-Lake ·
__ ,;.;City, requiring• merchants· lo· keep
: .::;£ re.acting material� containing ·--ob•
, ',.;'s�ne .. pictures covered up· ar.d out or
. :� lh,e -�e;�h_ or. _y9u_ rygsters,,� · s;' �
:J,tii�i"ap���val -��n;� arie r f\ep.
: :'.' Elaine Gordon, D-Miami, lost an at
' te.mpt. to make the . new restriclion.s
···mclude magazine.covers showing via
..• Jent acts. Wavlng ii pulp mag:i7.ine at
;. •·;· her colleagues, she. argued tnal the
· · · ·: socral · .. con.sequences or exposing
·:,. 'youngster. lo violence :·a.re :far more
•. • serious than those of nudity. · ·

:_"::.-I

0

) ;; "Tm riot' thrilled about the bill··

,.;f��� sald;_.",;, but· it's just, as obsce�e

: \-t� put cov·ers ·or tJus kind• tn·rronl of'.
;�\ these '.children.. It '.s rr. Jre clangerou5
c;,/ito:pul Ws·ldnct·or picture ln rronl o(
<•j:oung boys th:in a:·plclure of'a be·au-

'�..·'.\ :�.-;-• :·: . .'.��-� :� ·.· ;,:_.;.-� -:
. n��,c:·.���-"\��.'rcJected
:,.�_.:'.;'-.'}2��.•:i.:Lawmakers
her propos

. , at' 66-37 after. supporters of the bill
;i�aid It would push it beyond the crilc;" .ri:i ·set by the U.S. Supreme Cou,t for
on reading ma, ·.�·jmposing restrictions
.
. .
.. ··tenal.
-·,:1::' <··· ·•-:,,,r; · . 1 •1 .. ·�·.·
' : -;:-·,•:They'· just.· won't ride on' lhe
. '.,
:.;.��me. boat al the s.1mc llmc," .said
·dlcp.·Billy·Joe- RlSh, D-Port SL .Jue.
c
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Editorials

Senate Vote.son Porn,
:Nudity Are Ap,oro,oriate
THE FLORIDA Se�ate was wise
in its 36-0 decisions barring the
display of magazines showing nu
dity on their covers and providing
for stiff penalties for persons deal
jng in child pornography.
A bill by Sen. Kenneth MacKay,
D-Ocala, would prohibit conven
ience stores and other establish
ments from displaying magaiznes
ivhich have nudity on their covers
but would permit magazines to be
displayed behind opaque cover
ings as long as they aren't within
easy reach of of anyone under age
18.
: MacKay said he became con
cerned after seeing the large num
ber of sexually explicit magazines
being sold in stores where chil
dren are frequent customers.
; In our experience in Pensacola,
·most stores seem already to be
making efforts to keep sexually
explicit publications out of the
hands of children. Convenience
stores, for. example, have placed
opaque plastic bags over the cov
ers of magazines featuring nudity
on their covers.
· Yet in some establishments
these magazines, whose opaque
coverings are easily removed, are
well within the grasp and sight of
children, who.can easily "sneak a
peek" if the clerk isn't paying
close attention..
• The bill would make it unlawful
for any store to display nudity in
an area open to minors. Violations
can be punished by up to a year in

prison, a fine of up to $1,000, or
both.
The second.bill aims at cracking
down on persons who publish and
sell magazines which show chil
dren engaging in sexual acts.
The legislature just last year en
acted such a law but MacKay said
it did not go far enough. The new
legislation raises the penalty for
dealing in child pornography from
a misdemeanor to a felony.
Also, it makes it illegal to bring
such material into the state and
says that anyone who photographs
minors for such publications is
guilty of violating the child labor
and child abuse laws.
"We are tr;ng to eliminate some
loopholes that exist in the current
law," MacKay said, adding he be
lieves both measures will with
stand constitutional challenges on
the basis of free speech.
The Senate wins our applause
for this one, particularly because
the 36-0 votes (the other four
senators apparently weren't pres
ent) indicate overwhleming sup
port for the concept that children
should not be exposed to this type
of material until they are of an age
at which they can understand
what they are seeing and make an
intelligent determination about
whether they want to be exposed
to it at all.
Similar bills are pending .in the
Florida House and we urge the
House to approve them.
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�_Y����!' • . . -"It'�-� le��t�:�'�ty\ut 1
. , :-A- tobacco cheWJng, slow-tallnng_ .all we're trying to do is take care of
..�country legislator from LakeCity has
- · minor.,," Hollingsworth said. "Some
',. _ emerged as- thechampion ·and chief. time pareot3 don't always explain
:spokesman
of
anti-pornographycru-- _ thing, to them (kids). They'll thumb
. ·.
._ _sades in the Howe. . :c ,_.. ic<":. -,�::. through this bad material and see
· · ..·-,·:•: ;, RA!pc Wayne Holling,worth; a burly.' .thing, like men lwsio' men, women
,_. ·· ·former collegiate football player and · ltissin' women and. maybe think it's
·.. '· :.one-time· competitive weightlifter;
not a bad thing.".
· - . ·• : admibsurpnse that pornography bas . · Holling,worth's usual cir= around
'"only-�eotly be-,..,,,·
., ' .
theLegislatureconsist., of boots, blue ,
'· ·.::ome an. is.,ue in l.;.'·
denim suits and thin· western-styled
-�t h�· Legblature. '
ties, apparrel be said rellect3 bis
_Witl> Gov. Reubin ,:
Lake City upbringing. A plaque in his
·' �A1ke.w;•- a non- ·i
legislativeofflreshows him a winner
of a "saw log" contest.
· smoking, teetotal-,�
Hollingsworth said he never went
.... log churchgoe r-,:.-"' •
-::Holling sw o r t h;;� . .
..:to strip show:,. as a young adult or
• .thought anti-por- ';'.':':
_ :;/perused
through men's magaz.ines
·
. · .'.'o-ograpby··sb ouldc.··::\. ·
.while growing up.
�
· - -·�ve drawn legis- -i'. ,·.-. '·
.. "We never bad a chance to come in
·. · ·-;
- �lator.i' attention -'.'·..,JJ.. · ·
co
· nt.act·with it;' be said. "The orily
.• · '''sooner.'
.. ·
: ,!Jolll ngswortb
thing that came around to my com.- .:� :,�'.;reople att finally upset with por•
. .
munity was the camiv:il"
· ·. · \ nography," Hollingsworth said .. ''The- ., . A real estate salesman and park
· _ / true grit taxpayer is fed up with all , operator, Hollingsworth. 40, lettered
>these magaz.ines io. Jiffy stores; .•.in footba11 at Arkansas State Univer
.
_. ·:To.lt:s wby you'refinally seeing these- sity. He al.so competed in weightllit.. :bills get so much attention this year."· ing in Arkansas.. ·
·
· _
·\)Ai Democrat,. Hollingswo�th bas- ..· Hollingsworth, who ha, a young
. ·.sponsored three anti-pornography· · ·son, taogbt school !or eight year.i in
, i billir, which are on tbevergeof passing North Florida and has been active
� both ch.amber., of the LegisL:lture. The coaching little league baseball and
running yout!i sporu programs.
:.·."'hills.would make. cewsst.ands and
· - !tore owner., k�p adult literature out · He sponsored anti-pornography
bills after hearing of the psychologi. : ot the reach �f · minon browsing
.; through magazine rack.,, .incr$ase
cal dangers to youths locking at adult
. eoience
· criminal penalties for transporters o! .. · m. agazines ·on. sale in coov
: pornography depicting sex acts, . · grocery stores.
. .
� among c.hildren, and crack down· on .. "I'll do anything: I can to help
; adnlu who take children in oar,, fre.C:: kids," said Hollingsworth. "I don't
-�quented by homosexuals.
·,llltes.ttil)g. tbem mis.led."., :, . �"
.

,- ·>�

WASHINGTON (UPI) -.-.. The .. ·-�-- Rep.. John . Conyers, D-Mich.,
House Tuesday voted unanimously to · manager of the bill, said it was better
make it a federal offense to use chil- to limit its coverage to producers or
dren under 16 in pornographic movies child pornography and not include
and to transport boys across-state- distributors of films, ·books _or other
lines for immoral purposes... ,:.· : -, ;, materials depicting "ac� of sexually
. •
··=
explicit conduct." · · -,\
. · · .·
0:/
- ';,
Itwas�second time theHouse
voted to make it a crime to use chil- :�_�,. J'he earlier House-passed mea-.
dren, in pornographic movies. But · sure to include producers and distri-.
backers said that unlike an earlier. • butors was part of a child pornogra.:¢
bill, this one would �:prove . co�tu-�, phy- _section added to a ..child-abuse
-·
·,,,-bill.�
.
:·> c,<:
tional
._,\,::>.
.,., ..
-� -_::...
-... , .....-·•-:
.·-,,:
--v
:,
The � was'passed '420-0
· Rep. Harold. Volkmer, D-Mo.,
and sent to a conference committee ·
with the Senati which a lready has said: "In the opinion ofour Judiciary
.approved a bill that would provide f or_· Committee, this bill will,pass consti.�· . · � .;;�i prosecution of distributors.-,o r ·· the · t.u.tional
,.. ;·. muster
.:, ,..,., __ ,..: ,.::.:;..:.�,r,.·...
.
·
films as well as producers.:. /,;;;7 {, �-:- · Rep.·· John· Ashbrook, R-Ohio,
Some House members felt ·that said the bill would be ineffective with
.provision would make the entire· bill out inclusion of distributors, and Rep.
· unconstitutional. but the House .voted �J Robert Dornan, R-Calif:, said "distri-.
358 to 54 to •,nstruct" its conferees to '� butors of this type of garbage know
accept the Senate _position on the is- , · exactly ,what_ they are carrying in
:_

;..

.·'.

·st: ,r< :--r �: iJ::_�;/�-1�fi '.�/i�{t�f��1.;:, '!� t��,- l �- ;i:

'.
. i :,:.Although such instructions. · :1•.•.,-.---Toe·-House bill,•would proVIde·
·
aren't binding on conferees, it ap- ·. ·_ maximurri penalties of a $10,000 fine
.: . peare<l that the heavy _vote would .'.. or 10 years in prison, or both..
fore House confer ees to accept the:_�_.;'./, >�
�
t
;nd
Hou
oth
se , Seita�:•bills
he·.
.
. ,.,,...
.
·· Sena�e language.
. sexual conduct
·
. , :,'. dehne explicit
as sexThe House measure, like the .. ual intercourse of any form between
Senate bill, also would revise the ., members of different or the same
Mann Act to make it illegal to :�:'sex;.,bestiality� masturbation; sado
transport boys across state lines for · masochistic abuse for the purpose of
prostitution. The act now covers only sexual stimulation, and lewd exhibigirls. ·
lions or the 'genitals or pubic areas.

Pornos use
loo1ohole
·'

'

RALEIGH, N.C. (AP) - A loophole
in a new anti-pornography law is al
lowing adult bookstore owners to car
ry on as usual by adding innocent:
books• like "Trip to Toyland" to
shelves that also carry racier reading,
such as "Bicentennial Bondage" and
!!Red Hot Wiv�."
'Thestatelaw that-became e{iective
· Jan. !makes illegal the operation of
rnore•,than one4ype of.sex0related
businE.-ss- in.a..singl� building. Legisla
tors had hoped that if they could end
the practice among adult businesses
cf offering a multiplicity of sex-re
leated material in one store, this in
ltirn would eliminate the profit from
adult businesses.
But the law defines an adult book
store as one that has ae"preponder
ance" of adult books--...:.:.· and the·rein
lies the loophole.
At Hart's Adult Bookstore in Ra
leigh, for example, all the old favor
ites like "Action Wives'.' and "Group
Case Histories'-'·can still.be found. But
now they are out-numbered by copies
of Dickens' "Great Expectations" and
the Girl Scout Handbook.
"It's a loophole, there's no doubt
about it," said Lt. K.J Johnson, head of!
the Raleigh vice squad. "The stores i
are cutting the porn down to 49 per-I
cent, with the rest being Girl Scout.
books, magazines 10 years old, comic;
books - things like that."
. How is the bookstores' clientele re- '
sponding to· their new line of litera-;
• '
lure?
Said one manager about his new
titles: "They don't .have to sell; they
just have to sit there."
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On Pornography.

•--------

By HANK DRANE
materials in public places that could be described as
Times-Union Political Editor
harmful under a lengthy description of this type mate-TALLAHASSEE - The° Florida Legislature
rial incorporated' into the bill.
launched another attack Thursday on pornography,
Similar legislation was approved 6-0 in a House Jubeefing up laws to guard against abuse of juveniles and
diciary subcommittee headed by Rep. Wayne Hollingsproviding stiffer penalties for violators.
. worth,' D-Lake City.
Sen. Kenneth MacKay, D-Ocala, sponsor of two
· Most retail stores accessible to juveniles which
bills approved unanimously. by the Senate, said the
sell magazines such as "Playboy" that fall under the
thrust of the legislation is to eliminate loopholes in the
definition, vol_untarily store this material out of sight
current law dealing with cl;'Jld pornography.
and reach of Juveniles. Some use opague coverings to
One of the bills provides a penalty of up to 15 years
conceal magazine covers that depict nudity.
in prison for persons who print, sell, transoort .or are
The bills approved by the Senate l!nd subcommitotherwise.engaged in pornographic activities in which
·
tee would require that this be done under penalty of
juveniles,.are depicted.. . _. __ ,,:---:', ....·,,
possible conviction of a first-degree misdemeanor,
The second bill prohibits �splay of pornographic
which p_r?vides for a jail sentence up to 12 months .
,
�----------_;..___________....1.,.;_____________!-... ____
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fly LEWIS fflEED�lAN
Times-Union Slaff Wrllcr
TALLAIIASST�E - Last year, Repi John Lewis, D
Jacksonvllle, introduced a bill In the Legislature designed
lo create a Division of Adult Enlerlainment within the Department of nuslness Hegulalion.
It came bouncing back lo him, rejected.
In 1978, John Lewis not only wanls lo license and reg
ulate adull enlerlalnmcnl establlshmcnls, he Is game for
. dcflnlng obsccnlly and pornobrraphy, something the U.S.
Supreme Courl and every other court leading up lo il has
failed to accomplish over the years.
"I'm going al IL from the 1iolnl or view that lhc Su•
prcme Courl gav� slates the right to lry to regulate pornography," said Lewis.
,
•
•.
Ills bill would require adull book stores and !11olion

.

'

c)

.

.

.tdL

(

picture dealers lo be liccn:;ccl by the slate and pay $1,000
Lewis' bill would try to crack down on eslablishments
for registration and lo fi11ancc a bacl<grouml check.
',. whlch make money by depicting human genitals in a slalu ·
Applicants woulcl have to be of good moral character • or stimulation or arousal; acls of human maslurhalion,
and would not he eligible for a license if they had been . sexual intercourse, sodomy, masochism, sadism, or
convicted or a felony wilhin the previous JO years.
. sadomasochism; fo1:clling or other erotic touching of ln1: ·
It would allow only one license be granted per zo ' 000 man genilals, pubic region, bullock or female breasL. '
Is this an attempt lo do what the courts couldn't?
people in each county.
.
•
"llcll yes," said Lewis.
"People have characterized me as prudish, anct may"Pornography Is In the eye of the beholder. I lmow IL
be. I am," said Lewis. "I'm a Biblc-lotlng Baptist and I
when I sec it. I'm doing what I think is in the bl'.Sl interest
want to wipe out pornogr.iphy In one fell swoop."
Except he realizes he can't and that's why topless of the ::itate or Florida.
.
. _i. t, w cll, .1t won , t
dance eslablishmenls and massage parlors aren't ad,. it. passed
review
�nd the co�rls
_
dressed In the bill. Lewis said he's.won-led about lcgili• .be theHfirst
.
law stiuck down.
mate masseuses, court rulings calling topless dancing a
Definitions aside, Lewis s?.id he's aware he can't
first .imendmenl form or communication and legitimate
really wipe out pornography, but hy licen:;i:,g certain es
escort services.
tablishments ll will make il easier to determine if orga
nized crime figures arc behind lhem. ln case of a jailing,
a license can be suspended, he added.
"Now, people arc arrested and they're out on bail
and back in business right away."
One more aspect of the bill might face tough slccl
<ling.
IL calls for licensees lo waive their constllulio11al :
right to be searched only after a search warrant Is presented uy sheriffs, deputy sheriffs ancl police officers.
"I'm not an allorncy," said Lewis, "but my allorncys
. feel that will hold up In the courls. They say go with il."
J ..I ackson Waller, executive ctireclor of Business
negulalion, said his deparlmenl would probahly need
more help if il is· required lo run extensive. background
checks.
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By Representative Hollingsworth
A bill to be entitled
An act relating to minors; amending s.
847.014 (2), Florida Statutes; prohibiting any
person from bringing or causing to be brought
into this state or sending or causing to be
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any such material or presentation; providing a
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sent from this state for sale or distribution
p enalty; increasing penalties for knowingly
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away, distribute, transmit, or transmute, for
having in one's possession, custody, or control
with intent to sell, lend, give away,
d istribute, transmit, or transmute, and for

16

advertising, any such material or presentation;

17

providing that the possession of three or more

18

copies of any such material or presentation is
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giving away, distributing, transmitting, or

a

prima facie evidence of intent to sell, lend,
give away, distribute, transmit, or transmute
such material or presentation; amending s.
450.151, Florida Statutes; prohibiting the
t aking, receiving, hiring, employing, use,
exhibiting, or the selling, apprenticing,

...., I 25
......
QJ 0
a."-' I 26

minor for the production of any such material

27

or presentation or for any obscene, indecent,

28

or immoral purpose; providing penalties;

19

amending s. 827.07(1) (b), Florida Statutes, and

30
31

giving away, letting out, or disposing of a

adding paragraphs (j), (k), and (1) to said
subsection; redefining "abuse" or "malpractice"
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for purpose of child abuse provisions to

. 4/

hiring, or procuring of a child to perform or

.4/

i nclude the aiding, abetting, counseling,

p articipate in the production of any such
material or presentation; providing an

.4/

effective date.

9

De It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

10

Section 1.

11

847.014

Subsection (2)

11 IS tatutes, is amended to read:

of section 847.014, Florida

Minors participatin:i in harmful motion

13lp ictures, exhibitions, shows, presentations, or
141 representations.-(2)

15

( a) l.

16

OFFENSES AND PENflLTIES.--

It is unlawful for any person knowingly to

171 p roduce, conduct, direct, perform, or participate in any

18I p hotograph, motion picture, exhibition, show, representation,

19I or other presentation which, in whole or in part, depicts

201 s exual conduct, sexual excitement, or sadomasochistic abuse
211 i nvolving a minor.
22

2.

It is unlawful for any person knowingly to aid,

:er

.4/
2.2

2.3
3.0/
.0/

presentation which, in whole or in part, depicts sexual

21 conduct, sexual excitement, or sadomasochistic abuse ir.volv ing
41

a minor.

!.,_:h·

"A violation of any provision of this paragraph

S shall constitute a felony of the second degree, punishable as
I
6 provided in s. 775.082, s. 775.083, or s. 775.084.

( b) 1.

It is unlawful for any person knowingly to

exhibit any photograph, motion picture, exhibition, show,

91 representation, or other presentation which, in whole or in

10I part,

depicts nudity, sexual conduct, sexual excitement, or

11 sadomasochistic abuse involving a minor and ..,hich is harmful
1
12 to minors.
13

14l lend;

2.

It is unlawful for any person knowingly to sell;

give away;

distribute; transmit;

transmute;

offer to

lSI sell, lend, give away, distribute, transmit, or t�ansmute;

3. 9

16 h ave in his i:-ossP.ssion, custody, or control with intent to
1
17 sell, lend, give away, distribute, transmit, or transmute; or

3.11

19 exhibition, show, representation, or other presentation which,
1
20 i n whole or part, depicts nudity, sexual conduct, sexual

3.10

3.12

3.13

18I advertise in any manner any photograph, motion picture,

21 excitement, or sadomasochistic abuse involving a minor and
1
22 which is harmful to minors. The possession of three or more

131 a bet,

counsel, hire, or otherwise procure a minor to perform

13.14

251 show,

represf:ntation,

p.1s

25 lend, give away, distribute,

3.15

27

s hall constitute a felony of the second H,ird degree,

29

775.084.

241 or particip ate in any photograph, motion picture, exhibition,

or other presenlation which, in whole or

'.161 i n part, depicts sexual conduct, sexual excitement, or

27 s adomasochistic abuse involving a minor.
28

29

30

3.

It is unlawful (or any person knowingly to bring or

cause to be brought into this state or to send or cause to be
sent

from this state for sale or distribution any photograph,

31 motion picture, exhibition, show, representation or other

2
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6.15
.l�

3. l'

3 .1

23 copies of any such photograph, motion picture, representation,
24 or presentation is prima facie evidence of intent to sell,

'.161
�

30

3.

transmit,

or transmute.

"A violation of any provision of this paragraph

punishable as provided in s. 775.082, s. 775.083, or s.
Section 2.

311 amended to read:

Section 450.151, Florida Statutes, is

3
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450.151
ill

Hiring and employing: penalty.--

Whoever takes, receives, hires, employs, uses,

exhibits, or in any manner or under any pretense sells,

iQl

male or female _genitals when in a state of sexual sti mu_lation

IS.

or arousal.

5.

w

a pprentices, gives away, lets out, or otherwise disposes of to

of any photograph, motion picture, exhibition, show,
81 representation, or other pres_entation which, in whole or in

5.2

111 causes, procures, or encourages any child to engage therein,
121 or has in custody any such child for any of these purposes, or
131 for or in any business, exhibition, or vocation injurious to
141 the health or dangerous to the life or limbs of such child, or

61 bizarre costume or the condition of being fettered, bound,__c>_r:

5.2

otherwise physically restrained on the part of one so clothed.

15. 2

91 part, depicts sexual conduct, sexual excitement, or
101sadomasochistic abuse involving a minor er-f"'ae�-iee, or

"Sadomasochistic abuse•_�eans the flagellation or

51 torture by or upon a person clad in undergarments, a mask or a

51 any person any child 17 years of age or younger for any
61obscene, indecent, or immoral purpose, or for the production

"Sexual excitement" means the condition oJ human

Section 3.

Paragraph (b) of subsection (1) of section

91827.07, Florida Statutes, is amended and paragraphs (j), (k),

•2

11

827,07

Abuse of children.--

•2

12

(!)

DEFINITIONS.--As used in this section:

5. 2

13

(b)

"Abuse" or "maltreatment" includes any willful or

6

UI negligent acts which result in neglect, malnutrition, sexual

151 causes or procures or encourages any such child to engage

151 abuse, physical injury, mental injury, or failure to provide

161 t herein, or causes or permits any such child to suffer, or

161sustenance, clothing, shelter, or medical attention.

171inflicts upon it unjustifiable physical pain or mental

. ;;

• Abuse"

211 in part, depicts sexual concl_uct, sexual excitement,__c:,r:

t

221 sadomasochistic abuse involving a child.

6

6

Hlo r "maltreatment"_also�irtcl.udes the aiding, abetting,

181 suffering, or willfully causes or permits the life of any such

5. ;;

181 counseling, hiring, or procuring of a child to perform or

191 child to be endangered or its health to be injured, or such

,5.;

191 participate in any photograph, motion picture, exhibition,
�I show, representation, or other presentation which, in whole or

�I child to be placed in such situation that its life may be
21 I endangered or its health injured, or has in custody any such

5.;

221 child for any of the purposes aforesaid, shall be guilty of a
231 felony mi�de�eoner of the second degree, punishable as

s.:

23

ill

"Sadomasochistic abuse" means the flagellation or

'6
6

24lprovided in s. 775.082, s. 775.083, or s. 775.084.

5.

241t orture by or upon a person clad in undergarments,�c1_Jlla_!;k1__()!:

25

ill

As used in this section:

5.

251 a bizarre costume or the condition of being fettered, bound,

26

i2l

"Sexual conduct" means acts of masturbation;

26 I or otherwise physically restrained on the part of one so

271 sexual intercourse: or phvsical contact with a person's

271clothed.

281clothed or unclothed genitals, pubic area, buttocks, or, if

5.

28

291 such person be a female, breast or any act or conduct which

5.

291 sexual intercourse; or physical contact with a person's

30 1 constitutes the commission of sexual battery or suggests that

5.

30lclothed or unclothed genitals, pubic area, buttocks, or,

311 such crime is being or will be committed.

4
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5

101 and (1) are added to said subsection to read:

5. 2

•2

5

ill

"Sexual conduct" means acts of masturbation1

if

3 1 I such person be a female, breast or any act or conduct which

5
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constitutes the commissJon of sexual battery or suggests that

. 5/J

such crime is being or will be committed.

.5/

ill

"Sexual excitement" means the condition of human

. 5/

,1male or female genitals when in a state of sexual stimulation
or arousal.
Section 4.

1'his act shall take effect October 1, 1978.

16.S
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SENATE SUMMARY
10
11
12
13

u
1�
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
13
2,
25

Increases penalties for knowingly exhibiting, for
knowingly selling, lending, giving away, distributing,
transmitting, or transmuting, for offering to sell, lend,
give away, distribute, transmit, or transmute, for having
in one's possession, custody, or control with intent to
sell, lend, give away, distribute, transmit, or
transmute, and for advertising material involving child
pornography. Prohibits any person from bringing or
causing to be brought into this state or sending or
causing to be sent .from this state for sale or
distribution any photograph, motion picture, exhibition,
show, representation, or other presentation depicting
sexual conduct, sexual excitement, or sadomasochistic
abuse involving a minor. Violation is a felony of the
second.degree. Makes the possession of three or more
c opies of any such material, prima facie evidence of
intent to sell, lend, give away, distribute, transmit, or
transmute such material.

6. S
6.5

Amends child labor provisions relating to using or
disposing of a child 17 years of age or younger for
o bscene, indecent, or immoral purposes to prohibit the
u se or disposition of a minor for the production of any
such material. Increases the penalty for violation of
such child labor provisions to a felony of the second

6. 5

Amends child abuse provisions by redefining "abuse" or
"maltreatment" to include the aiding, abetting,
counseling, hiring, or procuring of a minor to perform or
participate in the production of any such material.

• 5,
6.5,
16. 5,

.5
6.5
6. 5,

degree.

26
11
21
29
30
31
6
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STATE OF FL ORIDA
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Prepared
5 / 16 / 78
by the committee on Appropriations

FISCAL NOTE

HB 797
Bill Nuirber

In complidnce with Rule 7.16, there is hereby submitted a fiscal note on the
above l isted bill relative to the effect on revenues, expenditures, or fiscal
liability of the State, and of Local Governmen ts as a whole.
I•
A.

B.

DESCRIPTION OF EILL
F".mc.! 0r Tax Aff2ctecl
None
Principal Agencv A ffected
No particular agency

Narrative Surrmary
This hill increases the penalties for knowingly exhibiting, selling, lending,
4ivinq away, distrihutinq, transmitting, or transmuting; for offering to sell,
lend, qive away, distribute, transmit, or tr ansmute; for havinq in one's
possession, custody, or control with intent to sell, lend, give away, distribute,
transmit, or transmute; and for advertising material involving child pornography.
(For more details see house bill sumrrary,)

c.

II.
A.

FISCAL IMPACT ON STATF AGENCIES/STATE FUNDS
Non-Recu rring or First Year Start-up Effects
None

B.

Recu rring or Annualizen Continuation �ffects
No. siqnificant fiscal impact is exr,ected as a result of this bill.

c.

Long hUn Effects other than Normal Growth
None

D.

fil?._fropriations Ccnseguences/Source of Funds
None

III.

CC:-IMENTS:
None
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